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 Belonging
The Paradox of Citizenship
by  Adrienne Clarkson

ISBN: 9781770898370
Binding: Paperback 
Series: CBC Massey Lectures
Publisher: House of Anansi Press Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-09-19
Pages: 272
Price: $19.95

Never has the world experienced greater movement of peoples from one country to another, from one continent to another. These seismic shifts in population
have brought about huge challenges for all societies. In this year's Massey Lectures, Canada's twenty-sixth Governor General and bestselling author
Adrienne Clarkson argues that a sense of belonging is a necessary mediation between an individual and a society. She masterfully chronicles the evolution of
citizenship throughout the ages: from the genesis of the idea of the citizen in ancient Greece, to the medieval structures of guilds and class; from the
revolutionary period which gave birth to the modern nation-state, to present-day citizenship based on shared values, consensus, and pluralism. Clarkson
places particular emphasis on the Canadian model, which promotes immigration, parliamentary democracy, and the rule of law, and the First Nations circle,
which embodies notions of expansion and equality. She concludes by looking forward, using the Bhutanese example of Gross National Happiness to
determine how we measure up today and how far we have to go to bring into being the citizen, and the society, of tomorrow.
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Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 528
Price: $32.00

From the renowned and bestselling author of A History of God, a sweeping exploration of religion's connection to violence. 
          For the first time in American history, religious self-identification is on the decline. Some have cited a perception that began to grow after September
11: that faith in general is a source of aggression, intolerance and divisiveness--something bad for society. But how accurate is that view? And does it apply
equally to all faiths? In these troubled times, we risk basing decisions of real and dangerous consequence on mistaken understandings of the faiths subscribed
around us, in our immediate community as well as globally. And so, with her deep learning and sympathetic understanding, Karen Armstrong examines the
impulse toward violence in each of the world's great religions.       

          The comparative approach is new: while there have been plenty of books on jihad or the Crusades, this book lays the Christian and the Islamic way of
war side by side, along with those of Buddhism, Hinduism, Confucianism, Daoism and Judaism. Each of these faiths arose in agrarian societies with plenty
of motivation for violence: landowners had to lord it over peasants and warfare was essential to increase one's landholdings, the only real source of wealth
before the great age of trade and commerce. In each context, it fell to the priestly class to legitimize the actions of the state. And so the martial ethos became
bound up with the sacred. At the same time, however, their ideologies developed that ran counter to the warrior code: around sages, prophets and mystics.
Within each tradition there grew up communities that represented a protest against the injustice and violence endemic to agrarian society. This book explores
the symbiosis of these 2 impulses and its development as these confessional f ...
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 The Human Age

by Diane Ackerman

ISBN: 9781443422994
Binding: Hardback 
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Pages: 352
Price: $32.99

As Diane Ackerman writes in her brilliant new book, The Human Age, "our relationship with nature has changed...radically, irreversibly, but by no means all
for the bad. Our new epoch is laced with invention. Our mistakes are legion, but our talent is immeasurable."
Ackerman is justly celebrated for her unique insight into the natural world and our place in it. In this landmark book, she confronts the unprecedented reality
that one prodigiously intelligent and meddlesome creature, Homo sapiens, is now the dominant force shaping the future of planet Earth.
Humans have "subdued 75 percent of the land surface, concocted a wizardry of industrial and medical marvels, strung lights all across the darkness." We
tinker with nature at every opportunity; we garden the planet with our preferred species of plants and animals, many of them invasive; and we have even
altered the climate, threatening our own extinction. Yet we reckon with our own destructive capabilities in extraordinary acts of hope-filled creativity: we
collect the DNA of vanishing species in a "frozen ark," equip orangutans with iPads, and create wearable technologies and synthetic species that might one
day outsmart us. With her distinctive gift for making scientific discovery intelligible to the layperson, Ackerman takes us on an exhilarating journey through
our new reality, introducing us to many of the people and ideas now creating--perhaps saving--our future and that of our fellow creatures.
A beguiling, optimistic engagement with the changes affecting every part of our lives, The Human Age is a wise and beautiful book that will astound,
delight, and inform intelligent life for a long time to come.

 Party of One
by Michael Harris
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 In Party of One, investigative journalist Michael Harris closely examines the majority government of a prime minister essentially unchecked by the
opposition and empowered by the general election victory of May 2011. Harris looks at Harper's policies, instincts, and the often breathtaking gap between
his stated political principles and his practices.
 
 Harris argues that Harper is more than a master of controlling information: he is a profoundly anti-democratic figure. In the F-35 debacle, the government's
sin wasn't only keeping the facts from Canadians, it was in inventing them. Harper himself provided the key confabulations, and they are irrefutably (and
unapologetically) on the public record from the last election. This is no longer a matter of partisan debate, but a fact Canadians must interpret for what it may
signify. 
 
Harris illustrates how Harper has made war on every independent source of information in Canada since coming to power. Party of One is about a man with
a well-defined and growing enemies list of those not wanted on the voyage: union members, scientists, diplomats, environmentalists, First Nations peoples,
and journalists.
 
 Against the backdrop of a Conservative commitment to transparency and accountability, Harris exposes the ultra-secrecy, non-compliance, and
dismissiveness of this prime minister. And with the Conservative majority in Parliament, the law is simple: what one man, the PM, says, goes.
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 This Changes Everything

Capitalism vs. the Climate
by Naomi Klein
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Price: $36.95

WINNER 2014 - Hilary Weston Writers' Trust Prize for Non-Fiction

Forget everything you think you know about global warming. The really inconvenient truth is that it's not about carbon--it's about capitalism.
The convenient truth is that we can seize this existential crisis to transform our failed system and build something radically better. In her most provocative
book yet, Naomi Klein, author of the global bestsellers The Shock Doctrine and No Logo, tackles the most profound threat humanity has ever faced: the war
our economic model is waging against life on earth.  

Klein exposes the myths that are clouding the climate debate. We have been told the market will save us, when in fact the addiction to profit and growth is
digging us in deeper every day. We have been told it's impossible to get off fossil fuels when in fact we know exactly how to do it--it just requires breaking
every rule in the "free-market" playbook: reining in corporate power, rebuilding local economies and reclaiming our democracies. We have also been told
that humanity is too greedy and selfish to rise to this challenge. In fact, all around the world, the fight back is already succeeding in ways both surprising and
inspiring.

Climate change, Klein argues, is a civilizational wake-up call, a powerful message delivered in the language of fires, floods, storms and droughts.
Confronting it is no longer about changing the light ...
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 World Order

by  Henry Kissinger
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Walter Isaacson, Time:
   "Dazzling and instructive... [a] magisterial new book."
  
   Henry Kissinger offers in World Order a deep meditation on the roots of international harmony and global disorder. Drawing on his experience as one of
the foremost statesmen of the modern era--advising presidents, traveling the world, observing and shaping the central foreign policy events of recent
decades--Kissinger now reveals his analysis of the ultimate challenge for the twenty-first century: how to build a shared international order in a world of
divergent historical perspectives, violent conflict, proliferating technology, and ideological extremism.
  
   There has never been a true "world order," Kissinger observes. For most of history, civilizations defined their own concepts of order. Each considered itself
the center of the world and envisioned its distinct principles as universally relevant. China conceived of a global cultural hierarchy with the Emperor at its
pinnacle. In Europe, Rome imagined itself surrounded by barbarians; when Rome fragmented, European peoples refined a concept of an equilibrium of
sovereign states and sought to export it across the world. Islam, in its early centuries, considered itself the world's sole legitimate political unit, destined to
expand indefinitely until the world was brought into harmony b ...
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